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- Branch Name: Internet Society - Yemen
- Scope of the project: The Middle East

- Project title:

Online Help Electronic Stage for Women -OHSW

One of the main goals of the Internet Society is to spread the Internet, learn and
benefit from the Internet and support the skills of its members in dealing with it.
Also, this project focus on how we can make change in our community, women in
our community doesn't have any support or any reference that can help them in
their issues or problems in dealing with the internet.
We want women to help each other that’s mean more transparency and more trust
among them. Women face many issues in cyber security, using the internet to
make their projects and works easier and feeling the power of internet. Women in
Yemen doesn't have any references or websites or organization care about internet
and can give the right support for women who have face issues with internet.
Women in our country doesn't know how to benefit use the internet and how can
the internet make their works easier even if they are students, traders, activists,
employees and normal internet user. Women face many cybersecurity issues like
hacking, exaction, personal information theft and poly but they don't know how
they can deal with these issues.
Our project focus on making online stage with online helpdesk for women that can
help them to gathering and meeting with each other So, they can help each other
and accessing, sharing resources that guide and train them on how to deal with the
internet issues like information security and using the internet in benefit way. also,
give them the support and help on how they can get benefits of the internet. By
making this electronic online stage they can contact with stage to get help and
support and in some situation the solutions for their issues. We try to make
community of specialists, experts' women that can volunteer to support others
women, we want to make this project a stage for women to women, in details
women who needs support with the internet will get help from the women who
volunteer to help them by using electronic online stage. In the end we will make in
this project some workshops in real at universities and institutes to encourage
women to get involve and be member for the project and ISOC as advisor or user
who needs help. Also, we will train and guide some of these women of internet
security, using internet in benefit way, organize works in their orgs, dealing with
internet issues and give support for the others.
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- Project goals
Objective in general: Our project focus on making online stage with online helpdesk

for women that can help them to gathering and meeting with each other So, they
can help each other and accessing, sharing resources that guide and train them
on how to deal with the internet issues like information security and using the
internet in benefit way
Detailed project objectives:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Make electronic stage (website) to help and advises of using internet in benefit way
and help them if they have any issues or problem with the internet.
Online help to women who face any issue with the internet.
Encourage women to get involved with this project and be part of the change by joining
as specialist provide support to others women or like normal user need help.
Train some interested women on internet security, using internet to make works
easier, dealing with internet issues and how they can give support to others women
in their community.
Make some promotion in universities and institutes to encourage women get involved
with the project.
If there is a help from others partners, make some online training materials.
Encourage women in Yemen to join ISOC and be effective members.

- Project team:
Membership
No

Name

Phone

2232501

Anisah Mohmmed

733264366 anisah.mohmmed@gmail.com

161481
2232502

Amal Albahri

774210131 Albahri2013@gmail.com
776169598 arwina.bh@gmail.com

2232499

mohammed
alharasi

Arwina Ahmed

Emails

770109945 mohamedalharassy@gmail.com

Notes
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- project instruction (manual)
- Location for campaign: Two universities and Two institutes
The number of the target group 200 females.
The aim of the event: Promoting the concept of electronic stage and its usages and Encourage
women to get involved in the project.

Before the event: prepare the training, materials and build the contents of workshops.
Coordination with universities and institutes, setting the days of the activities, communicating
with the project team and informing them of the start of campaign and coordinate with the
management of university.

Initiation stage:
We contact the team to meet and assign tasks. Prepare Training materials, necessary forms.
We will contact universities and institutes to coordinate with them. Contacting with ISOC
members team to coordinate. Contacting with the specialist of programming and discuss the
process of programming.

First stage:
-

-

prepare a proposal for the website functions and design
We will build the website during the first two months, working with the programmer to
organize and analysis the requirements of electronic stage. Also, the other steps or
tasks go through the time line.
Team will candidate some universities and institutes to be selected
Team of the project will make the training materials and they will coordinate the dates
of workshops in selected universities and institutes.
Create the pages of projects on social media
Team make some posts and ads in social media to call for more participate from
women and explain the purpose of projects.
Team try to contacted with specialists women in information security and internet
tools to convince them to be part of the project and volunteer with.
Contacting trainers and sign with them contract.
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Second stage:
-

Coordinate with the selected universities and institutes to pick up the time of
promotion campaign and pick up time for training.
Train the selected participates who have the interest to involve the project
Check the achievement of website programming and make sure about requirements.
Make some posts and ads on social media to invite women for practicing
Make evaluation report about achieving of project goals.
by preparing the banners and stands and distributing booklets with stationery for
students and students. Photography of the event. Photography

Third stage:
-

-

Deliver the website to test it and give the notice if there are.
Upload the final version of website to the internets and publish it
Make announcements about the project website and informs all the members who
have participate in the project team, specialists ,volunteers, trainers to participate in
the website.
Make tutorial of how you can join the project as specialist and what is the conditions
for this state. Also, how you can join the stage to get benefit from it.
Post some material and blogs that help the user of stage
Asking the members to share the project as they can on social media
Prepare the materials for the video of the project
Finalize the final report and update ISOC
Upload the video to the media and share link with ISOC team
Make some questionaries for the users
Contact with more partners to guarantee the continues of project.

Project Timeline
- Start the project. ---------------------------------------------------------------→1/7/2020
- Web site process like developing and programing---------------------→10/7/2021 to 10/9/2021
- Prepare the Training Materials (print - collect). ------------------------→15/7/2021 to 30/7/2021
- Universities and institute Campaign. --------------------------------------→01/8/2021 to 5/8/2021
- Organize volunteer team with task. ---------------------------------------→05/8/2021 to 10/8/2021
- Prepare the training needs. --------------------------------------------------→ 16/8/2021 to 20/8/2021
- Start the Training the responsible team. ----------------------------------→ 25/7/2021 to 30/8/2021
- Deliver the website and test it. Also, upload it to the internet-------→01/9/2021 to 10/9/2021
- Finalize the project, make reports and video. ----------------------------→10/9/2021 to 20 /9/2021
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Project budget
Item
Training and contents

Details
Trainer fees, make materials

amount Notes
300$

Website programing

- Develop and design the website
according to the requirements of
stage needs
- Deal with expert in website
design and analysis to get more
knowledge and experience of
how website build
- Make workshop in 2
universities and 2
institute
- meals
- stationaries
- graphics design

1100$

workshops

Logistics
Internet fees and marketing ads
Unexpected cost
Total

300$

Transposition,
150$
telecommunication, coordinate
Facebook ads, internet ads, stand 150$
Emergences needs
200$
2200$

